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"IT IS A SOBERING THOUGHT that one modern bomber
in a single sortie can unleash as much explosive energy as
that contained in alt the bombs dropped in the AngloAmerican bomber offensive against Germany." Those
words are part of a statement made in 1957 by the C.-in-C.
of Bomber Command, AIR CHIEF MARSHAL sIR HARRY
BRoADHURST, K.c.B., K.B.E., D.s.o., D.F.c., e.r.c,, and were of
course a reference to the capabilities of the R.A.F.'S v-Force

of Valiant. Vulcan and Victor bombers, all three of which
are now sening with Bomber Command squadrons.
While Fighter Command provides the means of defending
this country against possible attack, Bomber Command has
charge of the instruments of retaliation. Primarily, of coume,
our V-bombers exist as a deterrelt force, and one might say,
paradoxically, that if ever they have to be uscd in anger
they will have failed in their main purpose. But it is just this
knowledge, that they are there and are ready at any hour
of day or night to take off and deliver such a crushing blow
against an aggressor as would stop him dead in his tracks,
which forms the deterrent.

The effeotiveness of the force is considerably enhanced
by its ability to refuel itself in the air. with only slight

in a matter ol hours.
a standard bomber aircraft can be adapted to either the
modincations, which can be effected

supplier or the receiver r61e; we do not, thercfore, have to

build an aircraft (like the American KC-135) especially
lor the tanker r61e. Furthemore, the bombers' flexibility
ol operation is increased and they are correspondingly less
dependent upon oveneas bases.

At last year's Farnborough Display, both the Vulcan and
the Victor gave most impressive demonstrations of the LABS
(Low Altitude Bombing System) manoeuvre. More popularly referred to as "lob" or "toss" bombing, this is a technique devised to enable an aircraft to launch a nuclear weapon

while giving itself ample opportunity to double back away
from the target before the explosion occurs, The bomber
comes in towards its target at low level, but shortly before
reaching it goes into a steep climb (that is what the Vulcan
is doing in the picture on this page). While climbing, it
releases the bomb, which is carried upwards by the impetus
from the climbing aircraft until its own weight begins to
pull it back to carth in a aurving trajectory on to its target.
The bomber, meantime, continues upwards as il into a loop,
but instead rolls off at the top of the loop and speeds back
in the direction whence it came; the sight of these 50-ton
monsters hurling themselves around the sky in such nghterlike manoeuvres is one that really has to be seen to be believed.
All V-bombers have for some time had an all-white matt
finish lor l'urther protection against the effects of nuclear
explosions.
These "tobbing" tactics are not of course needed for the
delivery of conventional bombs, and one is perhaps inclined
to forget the V-bombers capacity for such loads. The power
of a nuclear weapon is gauged by its megaton yield, not by
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To finish as we began, with the words of the C.-in-C.

ol 1958 there began to arrive in England
of a number of medium range ballistic missiles,

Towards the end

supplied by the United States. The arrival of such weapons
implies no lessening of the importance which we attach to
our V-bombers, nor does it mean that they are becoming
obsolere. The 1957 White Paper on Defence made it clear
that these batlistic nissiles would be acquired to supplement. not to replace, the manned-bomber force. The
performance of the latter in the r6le for which they were
designed is as good as that
of any comparable aircraft in
service anywhere in the world,
and though Valiant production

in them

45

Bomber Command, Sir Harry Broadhurst said elsewlrere in
his statement "we must have ready in peace the instrument
we will need in war." The patent good sense in this observation is equally applicable to the particular subject of aircraft
recognition training. In the unlucky event ol our being
involved in another set ot hostilities. there will be no time
then to begin learning to recognise friend fuom foe; the battle
will be fought at too hot a pace. 'Ihe time to do it is now.
The means to do it is put into your hands through this Journal
month after month, and the opportunities to do it crop up
everywhere, all the time. Ten minutes herc, a quarter of an
hour there, you will be surprjsed at what you can learn with
no more than a little effort.

And \\e may suppose that the Valiant alld the Vulcan have
more or less comparable appetites.

it
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Display at Famborough. We may expect that this weapon
will be available to Bomber Command in quantity in the
not too distant future. when it will increase not only the
striking power, but the effective range, ol their bombers,

It has been speculated that
the conventional-bomb tonnage of the Victor is grcater than
the all-up weight of a World War 2 bomber, which, if correct,
will give some idea of their capacity: a fully loaded Halifax,
for instance, weighed some 60,000 lb., or about 26] tons.

ment potential
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H.E. bombs when necessary.

and Viclor have much develop-
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Solutions

the mere size of the casing, but the bays of these bombers
are designed to accommodate large loads of conventional

is now completed the Vulcan

Circus 6:

Whose Side Are You On ? (Voliont, Vi<tor, Sttotojet,
...
St.otofortress, Bodget, Eeor ond Biron)

Obterver Corps, Ben!ley Priory, Stanmore, lliddlesex.
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+Delta-WeiShts (L,ghtning ond Fishpot)...
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still.

is

less than a year
since the Victor entered R-A.F-

Indeed,
Service.

Further evidence ol the long

life expected of these aircraft
lies in the production by A. V.

Roe of a powered, guided
bomb or "stand-off bomb"
as il is more generally knownwhich will be carried both by
their own Vulcan and by the
Handley Page Victor. This
homb was first mentioned somc
time ago, and last Septcmbcr
a mock-up was shown, attached
Lllder the belly of a Vulcan
aircraft, in the S.B,A.C, Flying
35
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PROTOTYPES

DART HERALD
The Handley Pa!e Dart-powered Herald, alrernarive Lo (he 4-Leonrdes piston-enSined Herald. is a Pressurised {eeder-line transPort
to the
..^ir", ii-+i-ri;;;;"s"utnier's
o"i."""".t'*a cwo crew, ind has a wins span of95 feer. A secon-d aircrafi is now flying follow ng an accident
v.s.tsob Epervier (sp#rdwtrawk) is a "cheap and cheerrul two-seat sene'al PLrrPose aircraf( with
;;";;i,;;.
[*. ei'.ir" ,r.u"ptop motors and can be aimed and'carry external ordnance loads. lts wrng sPan is 42 {eet'

IIOO
SIPA floo
srPA

YOLTIGEUR

WinS_sPan ofthis liSht ground-suPPo.t
The Sipa 1100, a French twrn-engined. 2
aircraf; is 48 feer. Sud-Avration s S.t.l16 Volrigeur (infantryman), apar( from acting as test-bed lor the Bascan LUrboProp enSrne
*friif,-i, t,us iwo, is ttr" basic design for ttre 5.e.tt7 ractic;l sLrppoit aircraft and the S.E.118 DiPlomate civil transPort which will
"i
utilise the same win8s, undercarria8e and Po\i/€rPlant. Wing sPan is 59 fe€t.

3 searer, made rts flrsr fliSht on 24rh

Apnl. 1958.

F,

YERTUET
Ve iiet (sprn 21 fee() is a "tail-sitting American V.T.O. research aircraft por,vered by an Avon turbojeL enSine.
g;i"si;E
i. S.T.O,L. is the 'blown *ing" Breguet 940: !he entire leading edSe is in the sliPscream offour large
"pp.,li.t
ftaps extending the fult span deflect ihis aiiwash downwards to provide the lift for take'off and landing. This
ii...?.rir," ""* wili:

The Ryan X-13

""a 57 feet) will be tht basis of the 18-ton BreSuet 941 mllitary transPort Project.
7-tonner (span
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The Sukhoi

"FISHPOT"

SOVTEI AIR FORCE FTGHTER)

would be hard to think of a Jess appropriate name for this creature than " Fishpot.'
TTSurely
ro goodness
protocol 'f'

one could sali)ly
lor fighrer and ruo .yllables
! for ir being jer-propelled
and yer hil on a more memorable and appropriate name.
^
Out of scores of possibles, such names as Flashpoint, Flatfish and FlaliroD come to

. ..,
. .. --:.,
.,.li,j

mind in an instant, and much better ones would emerge from a study of the dictionary.
However, back to our meat-or rather our fish. Fishpot consists of the marriage
between a blow-torch and a builder's trowel. The overall effect on the eye is the diminished significance of the small delta wings in relation ro the fuselage. These deltas,
making two very narrow right-angled triangles, have no anhedral and are set at the low
mid-wing position: they are also well back on the luselage and, in plar, are only just
ahead of the tailplane.
The fuselage, owing to the engine intake being in the nose, has a blunt open liont,
with only a small cone jutting out ar the top; then it is a slightly swelling tube morc
swelled in side than in plan view-which continues to the chopped-off jet pipe. The
cockpit, scarcely visible in most views, is a lirtle bubble-like excrescence rising ahead of
wing-roots.
The fln and rudder unit is, as in most machines of the kind, a huge affair leaning back
at the extreme end oI the fuselage, its leading edge being more swept back than its tiailing
edge, with a broad flat top. The tailplane is aiso a swept-back unit, and also grips the
fuselage at the extreme end: it is swept-bac-k in the overall sense, not delta-shapia.
These supersonic jet fighters are more and ,nore approximating to a small number of
international patterns, and the spotter's only hope is so ro imbue himselt with the individual proportions and relationships of shape that he learns to distinguish the individuals

fuom the tribe almost by instinct, and this he can do by working through the lesson
overleaf.

C. H. GIBBS.SMITH.
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Span 35 leet

DELTA-VITETG HTS
HE RUSSIAN FISHPOT-in the red corner-has a delta wing; the British LiShtn in8-above-has not (even
though it is well on the way towards one). Because ofthis distinction it miSht be supposed that they are easy
but there are angles from which each might be taken for the other one. The best way out ofthis
ao a"il
"p"ra,
problem is to have identifying experience beforehand. How accurately, for example, could you Sive a snaP decision
on view 3-or view 35 ? Whenyou have worked out this lesson you shoutd be able to tackle such "awkward" shots
with confidence, not only recognising the aircraft but naminS-i.e., identifying-them as well. List the tarSet
numbers first on a piece of paper, then write down "Fishpot" or "Lightning" against the number of each view you
identify. When you have listed them all, check with the solutions on the rear cover'
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THE designers of Soviet miliEary aeroPlanes
It haue nor often been noEeworthy for
buildinE beautv inro their creationi, but

the BadEer-of Anirei Tupolev is a welcome
exceplio"n: and had the Badger drspensed with
a deiensive armamen!, as do most Western
bombers, the result would have been still
more easv on che eve. A famous U.S. aircraft
rn"nufactirer once'attributed to one of hts
own machines "a rakish, eager Poise"; if he
will forqive us, we would suSSest that this
eoithet hts few aircraft so well as it does the
Badger. ln this series of excellent close,-ups
to study some of the
-e 6ur" an opportunlty
insredients ttiic go to make up thts Bolshevik
be-aury. However. rather than Point out lhe
obviorJs, we witl leave you Eo exPlore them ac
your leisure and discover for yourself the
inrimacies of this important Russian aeroplane.

ldentification lessons on the Badger
been oublished in our December

have
1956

and February lg5S editions, amongst others.

%q
:'!.,

BADGER
Tupolev TU.I6
Medium Bomber
A twin jer Russian bomber from which the TU-]04 Camel is derived,
the Badger made its first public appearance in 1954.

Span ll2 feet

Length ll8 feet
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Diplomatic D6but

A collection of iterns
of neuss and intereat
u:hich rnay help yout
raco

Sud-Aviation have published design particulars lor a
twin-engincd transport carrying 8-10 passengers. Named
the S.E. 118 "Diplomate," thc aircraft is to be powered by
a pair o[ I urbomeca Ba.lao turbonron engines.

gnition.

Ab Initio Italiano

True or False?

The picture published last month was
assembly of a de Havilland Sea Vixen.

of part of the tail

Fint prototype of the Macchi MB. 326 two-seat jet trainer
has been flight tested and a second machine is also flying.
Quantity production has begun, beginning with a pre-series
batch of 20 aircraft. Deliveries to thc Italian Ak Force
are due in late 1959.

Lolly for

Lockheed
The Lockheed Jetstar utility tmnspofi (two Bdstol oryheus
jet engines) is to go into production immediately, was
announced at the end of last year. The Jetstar (see photo)
is 58 feet long. 21 feet high and has a wingspan of 53 feet.

it

A Dragon for

Sale

A

new "export version" of the Saab Draken has been
announced, equipped with collision-cours€ gunsight and
modern air-to-air weapons. This version, which will be
known in the Royal Swedish Air Force as the J-358, is
powered by a new high-thrust Rolls-Royce engine and will
have a performance potential in excess of Mach 2.
The Mtuage Maches On
Last October the first prototype Mirage
successfully passed Mach 2 on a test

flight.

III $ee pltoto)
This was achieved

on the turbojet engine alone, without using the auxiliary
rocket motor prescribed for this aircraft.

Messerschmitt's Magister

The fiISt Fouga Magister to be entirely constructed in
Germany was handed over to the Luftwaffe by the Messerschmitt company in November.
Flying Featherweight

Northrop Aircraft have received an initial production
contract from the U.S. Air Force for manufacturc of the
T-38A lightweight jet truiner, one of the Northrop "family"
of N-156 aircraft. A second member of this family is the
N-156F flghter, designed to operate with the latest air-to-air
missiles and bombs at speeds above Mach 2. Photo shows
two T-38As taking shape on the assembly line. The name
" Talon " has now been adopted for the T-38.
Century Series
At the end of November the 100th Dassault Super MystCrc
B.2 interceptor was delivered.
Half-Century Series
C)rders for the Caravelle airliner have now reached 50.
Red Current
The existence of a new Rllssian jet bomber has been confirmed. Jt has been given the NATO codo name of"Bounder."

Hawker Siddeley Happenings
Early in January, the Ministry of Defence announced that
the Armstrong Whitworth Argosy transport is to be adopted
for Royal Air Force Transport Command. Close behind
this statement came onc from the Hawker Siddeley Group
that its Aviation Division is to develop as a private venture
the Avro 748, a new short'medium range airliner powered
by twin Rolls-Royce Dart turboprop engines. First flight
of the Avio 748, a 36 to 44-seater. is anticipated early in 1960.
MARCH 1959
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CAMELCADE
a caravan !
It is high time this Russian airliner was well

TWENTY-SEVEN CAMELS-quite

known, and here is a short refresher course for
those who need it, or an introduction for any
of you who have not met it before. Write down
all your answers to this lesson before checking
with those on the rear cover, and be on the
lookout for any jokers. By the way, on pages
40 and 41 you will find a feature on the Badger
bomber from which the Camel was developed.
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SOVIET SKIES
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Soviet Circus
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The Single.Seat
FIGHTER

FACEPLATE
span approx.28 feet

Length approx. rl4 feet

Aviation Day disptay at Tushino airfield
\vas the last occasion on which Soviet military
aircraft were paraded on general public view; in

HE

1956

1957 the display was cancelled and last year it consisted
only of civil aircraft. Two single aeroplanes seen on
that occasion three years ago aroused intelest as being
apparent developments. along diflerent lines, of the
Farmer single-seat flghter. Some initial confusion

arose between these two aircraft, partly due to their both
being dubbed by the Pless, in default of authentic code
namesJ as "Super Farmers." One of these aeroplanes

The mid- to low-mid wings ofthe Faceplate are natrow
and sweep back very sharply at about 60 degrees: each
has a full-chord boundary layer fence on the upper
surface at about half-span, and a smaller three-quarterchord fence almost at each wingtip. The tail surfaces,
both vertical and horizontal, are swept back at about the
same angJe as the wings. the tailplane leading edges
being faired well forward on to the sides of the fuselage.

Beneath the tailplane, two stabilising fins are fitted to

the fuselage, which itself is a very straightforward

affair with little taper at any point; the air inlet contains

is that now known undel the NATO identification a small shock cone in the centre. A streamlined singlesystem as "Faceplate." Some sources have credited seat cockpit canopy is conventionally situated on the
the Faceplate with a level flight speed ol the order of front half of the fuselage, and a "spine" fairing runs back
Mach 2-which would make it loughly comparable fi'om this to the lower leading edge of the fin, tl the
in terms of speed with the American Starfighter or our Aviation Day demonstration is l.Ield this summer, and if it
own Lightning. In size and shape particularly, its once again includes military aircraft, it will be interesting
to see in what measure this aeroplane is represented.
appearance is close to that of the Lightning.
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